Network function virtualization (NFV) enables telecommunications infrastructure providers to replace special-purpose networking equipment with commodity servers running virtualized network functions (VNFs). A provider using NFV faces the service function chain (SFC) provisioning problem of assigning VNF instances to nodes in the physical infrastructure, and routing SFCs in the physical network. The provider must balance competing goals of performance and resource usage. This article presents an approach to SFC provisioning, called Stringer, which lets providers balance the conflicting goals of minimizing infrastructure resources and end-to-end latency for meeting their respective service-level agreements.
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Network Function Virtualization
T elecommunications providers are making a strong push toward network function virtualization (NFV) of their infrastructure to reduce both capital and operational expenditures while maintaining high carrier-grade service levels. These savings come from being able to dynamically assign virtualized network functions (VNFs) to various standard servers in their infrastructure to meet varying workload demands. Similar to cloud service resource allocation, such dynamic VNF placement can be automated to optimize various goals of a telecommunications company (telco) operator. Adoption of NFV by telcos allows dynamic, fine-grained service function chain (SFC) use, where various SFCs can be strung together with deployed VNFs using software-defined networking (SDN)-enabled dynamic route control. Similarly, enterprises are adopting NFV for deployment of network services in their infrastructure.
As a popular use case of NFV in the telco, an SFC is usually deployed in the telco's datacenters in their points of presence or central offices. The prosperity of SFCs highly depend on its performance. We provide an approach to SFC provisioning within a datacenter. SFC provisioning comprises determining how VNFs are placed on nodes in the datacenter and how VNF instances are assigned to SFCs. The placement and assignment affects the traffic routing from the SFC through the datacenter's network. Our SFC provisioning system, called Stringer, allows operators to balance the conflicting goals of minimizing infrastructure resources and endto-end latency for meeting their respective service-level agreements.
In any SFC, the VNFs' relative location will affect the end-to-end latency incurred by the packets traversing the particular SFC. A poor placement will cause the f low to traverse the same path segments back and forth inside the network, increasing the network delay and consuming more bandwidth.
The SFC provisioning problem entails choosing where to place instances of VNFs on servers in a NFV infrastructure to accommodate the traffic for a given set of SFC requests. Each service chain is a sequence of VNFs that processes a stream of network packets flowing at a certain rate. Network traffic for a given service chain must visit the chain's sequence of VNFs in the specified order. For example, a service chain might require packets to follow the VNF sequence: load balancer, network address translator, and firewall. In the SFC provisioning problem, we must place (possibly multiple) instances of each VNF on servers, and choose the route(s) for each service chain, in such a way that the network can accommodate the traffic for as many service chains according to their priorities. Service chains might share VNF instances. Moreover, the traffic for a given service chain might be split among multiple paths in the network
Related Work in Virtualized Network Functions
O ver the years, researchers have taken a variety of approaches in virtualizing network functions (VNFs). Here, we provide an overview of such efforts, based on three categories: virtual machine (VM) placement, service chaining, and network function virtualization (NFV) deployment.
VM Placement
We've seen VM placement studied extensively in the cloud computing literature. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] These works develop heuristics to assign tenant VMs close to each other to reduce the overall bandwidth consumption. In contrast to existing work, our work focuses on the placement of VNFs in the context of service chaining.
Service Chaining
SIMPLE is a software-defined networking framework to route traffic through a flexible set of service chains while balancing the load across network functions. 7 FlowTags can support dynamic service chaining. 8 Our work is complementary to these service chain implementation mechanisms. While these works focus on the techniques to realize flexible routing, we provide algorithms that decide on the routes.
NFV Deployment
Tamas Lukovszki and colleagues present an approximate algorithm and an integer programming the exact solution. 9 Ali Mohammadkhan and colleagues also present a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model for NFV placement that minimizes the maximum use over all links and switches. 10 However, these models consider only the use of links and servers, excluding the switches' use. Other works measure bottlenecks and maximize throughput in interdatacenter networks, while we focus on intradatacenter networks. 11, 12 www.computer.org/internet/ IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING when multiple instances of a specific VNF are used. Here, we present our approach to SFC provisioning, taking into account these considerations. At the same time, the operator must ensure low end-to-end network latency for customers. These objectives are in direct conflict. While some prior work proposes multiple alternative objectives, [3] [4] [5] ours is the first, to our knowledge, that provides a flexible way to trade off these competing goals in SFC provisioning. Moreover, unlike other work, 5 our optimization model employs only linear constraints to model maximum use. Another important difference is in the way packet delays are modeled. Most prior approaches model network latency with a known fixed delay when packets pass through VNFs, nodes, and edges. [1] [2] [3] [4] They don't consider that latency depends on network traffic: packets traveling through congested network resources face much longer queueing delays than at uncongested ones. Expected latency depends on VNF placement and routing decisions, and the implied use of network resources, in a complex and nonlinear way, which explains why prior work models latency in a simplified, use-independent way. Figure 1 , which shows the nonlinear relationship between expected latency and use, highlights what is lost in this simplified approach. A single congested server or switch can dramatically increase latency for all service chains using that resource. If congestion isn't explicitly modeled, such effects are ignored.
A Brief Overview of Our Work
Some prior work 6 decomposes VNF placement into two separate problems: first determining the number of instances of each VNF and routing among instances, and then placing VNF instances. The Steering model assumes that the number of instances of each VNF is given. 7 In contrast, our approach considers both problems simultaneously. Moreover, our approach considers the use of servers, whereas others consider only switch traffic. 6 In this work, we focus on the chaining of inline services -for example, the firewall, load balancer, and intrusion detection system (IDS). These VNFs operate on their own, with little dependencies across VNFs. Those VNFs with complex interdependences -for example, an evolved packet core (EPC) in a cellular core network 8 -aren't the focus of this article.
Stringer: Our SFC Placement System
Stringer gives operators the ability to select their operating point for trading off resource usage and end-to-end SFC latency. Figure 2 shows the Stringer system architecture and flowchart. There are three main contributions of this work. The first is a scalable heuristic that seeks to minimize the maximum use over all nodes. The second is our mixed integer programming (MIP)-based placement approach that competing objectives of minimizing congestion-induced latency and minimizing the number of servers used. Our approach minimizes a weighted combination of two metrics: the number of servers used to host VNF instances; and the maximum use over network resources, which we use as a proxy for latency. The optimization method generates multiple SFC-provisioning solutions for different relative weightings of the two objectives, thereby generating solutions along the efficient frontier of the number of servers and maximum resource use. The MIP and heuristic each have advantages: The MIP provides optimal benchmarks, but doesn't scale to large size networks. The heuristic is fast and scalable, and it provides an initial solution that speeds up the MIP solution process, and generates solutions that are close to the efficient frontier of latency and node usage. Experiments show that the heuristic achieves within 17 percent of the MIP solution objective, on average, and runs in under 5 seconds for problems with as many as 4,000 servers.
Our third contribution is a method to evaluate an SFC provisioning solution. Evaluating the performance of a placement strategy on a real-world testbed of large size isn't likely in practice. Therefore, we propose a queueing-theoretic model of the network, which allows us to simulate the average expected latency associated with any given SFC provisioning solution under mild assumptions on the network traffic. Our model differs from standard M/M/1 queueing models in that it accounts for the fact that network elements have finite buffers and that packets are dropped when they arrive to full buffers. Our expression for average expected latency reflects the possibility of packets being dropped and resent.
Combined, these three elements create our Stringer system that generates a set of SFC provisioning solutions varying in resource usage and performance. When presented with an array of solutions reflecting different tradeoffs between competing objectives, the operator can then make an informed choice about how to place VNFs and route the SFCs accordingly.
Preliminaries for Stringer
The inputs to Stringer fall into three categories: physical network topology, VNFs, and service chains.
Physical Network
The physical network topology is a bidirectional graph with the property that each ordered pair of nodes has a unique acyclic directed path to each other. The underlying structure is a tree, consisting of switches (including a root switch r) and servers, which are leaves in the tree. 9, 10 Let N denote the set of nodes (switches and servers) and L ∈ N be the set of servers. An example network is shown in Figure 3 . Let u n 
VNFs
Let V denote a set of VNF types. Instances of these VNF types must to be assigned to servers in the physical network to accommodate service chains. Multiple instances of a given VNF type v can be assigned. We assume that a server in the network can accommodate at most one virtual network function instance, although that constraint can easily be relaxed.
Service Chains
Let C denote the set of service chains to be mapped to the network. Service chain c Î C comprises a (possibly repeating) sequence of VNF types. The service chain c is a Poisson process with arrival rate of λ c packets per second. Traffic for service chain c enters the physical network through the root node, visits each function according to the chain's function sequence, and then departs the network from the root node. Let Λ = Σ c λ c be the sum of arrival rates of all service chains.
Expected Latency Evaluation
We show how to compute the expected latency of any packet entering the system, assuming that VNF placement and service chain routing has already been determined. The expected latency of a packet entering the network depends on the service chain with which the packet is associated. Let E(T c ) represent the expected latency of packets in a given service chain c ∈ C. The expected latency E(T) of a randomly selected arriving packet is equal to the sum over all service chains c ∈ C of the probability (λ c /Λ) that the packet is associated with chain c times E(T c ): where E(t 1→n ) represents the expected latency for a packet to visit the sequence of nodes as {1, 2, …, n} in N c , for n = 1, 2, …, |N c |. The model to estimate E(T c ) has two key considerations: the latency τ n at each node n ∈ N c , which is independent of the latency at other nodes but is dependent on all service chains' traffic through node n; and the probability that a packet might drop at any node n, which would require a resend of the packet from the source up to n. The retransmission of packets is due to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP ensures that all packets will arrive at the destination. If any packet is dropped during transmission, TCP will resend the packet from the source until they reach the destination. The expected latency computation (in the following equations) must factor in a packet's expected queueing delay at each node as well as extra time incurred due to resent packets. E(t 1→n ) = τ 1 , and
The recursion in Equation 1 is due to the TCP protocol, which resends dropped packets when buffers are full and E(R n ) is the expected number of retries. Then we have
where λ n is the incoming rate of packets to the node n, u n is the rate which the node n processes packets and K n is the buffer capacity at node n. Equation 2 is a standard formula for the M/M/1/K queueing model. Figure 1a shows τ n versus ρ n . Next, we apply the following:
gives the probability that the buffer at node n is full when a packet arrives at node n.
The appendix of our previous work provides more details on the derivations of these equations and their significance.
11 Figure 1b shows P(K n ) versus ρ n .
Round-Robin Heuristic
We propose a heuristic that seeks feasible placements for the incoming service chains while making an effort to minimize the overall latency. This heuristic's basic principle is to distribute the network traffic among different top-ofthe-rack (TOR) switches as much as possible, to reduce the maximum node use over all nodes. The heuristic achieves this in two ways: first by distributing service chains across TORs, and then by limiting the use of each machine.
Throughout the execution, we maintain an upper limit on machine usage. The heuristic considers each service chain in succession, placing the chain in a TOR that is different from the TOR of the previous service chain. Each VNF of the service chain is placed on a machine that can accommodate its traffic in the chosen TOR. If a machine has hit its use limit, we allow multiple machines that host the same type of VNF to fulfill the service chain. If the machines within a TOR can't handle all the VNFs for a service chain, then the remaining VNFs are placed on the next TOR. If all machines in the datacenter have been used, the upper limit is adjusted upward to accommodate more traffic and fulfill more service chains.
Optimization Method
The MIP-based optimization method produces a set of solutions to the SFC provisioning problem, each representing a different tradeoff between network performance and resource usage. Here we provide an overview of the formulation; details are presented in our other work. 11 The decisions variables include: binary variables indicating whether an instance of a particular VNF is hosted on a particular server; continuous variables representing the fraction of a service chain's traffic that passes through a particular server and between any pair of servers; continuous variables representing the total bandwidth entering any node in the network; and lastly, the maximum utilization over all nodes in the network. The constraints ensure that flow for each service chain is conserved at each node and that the solution doesn't use more than the available network resources. www.computer.org/internet/ IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING
The objective is to minimize a weighted combination of the fraction of servers used to host VNFs and the maximum usage over all nodes in the network. A weighting parameter β ∈ [0, 1] is used to set the relative priority of these two objectives. When β = 0, the objective reduces to minimizing the maximum usage over all nodes in the network, thus distributing the traffic as uniformly as possible to reduce the highest use over all nodes. When β = 1, the objective becomes minimizing the total number of nodes used to host VNFs. A placement that minimizes the number of VNFs tends to concentrate traffic in part of the network, leaving other network resources unused. Solving the MIP over a range of β ∈ [0, 1] yields a set of solutions along the efficient frontier of maximum node use and number of servers, each representing a different tradeoff between performance and server usage. For each new value of β, the preceding solution can act as a starting point for the MIP run. The heuristic solution provides a starting solution for the first MIP. Initial solutions help to speed execution by enabling more aggressive pruning of the branch-and-bound tree. Experiments involving the network in Figure 3 , for example, show that starting with the heuristic solution saves on the order of 15 percent run time.
Our formulation has two novel features compared to prior MIP approaches to SFC provisioning. One is the use of a weighted objective function to generate alternative solutions trading off performance and resource cost. A second novel feature is a method of modeling maximum usage using only linear constraints. Node use is the ratio of a node's incoming bandwidth to its capacity. Both bandwidth and capacity are functions of decision variables (capacity at a node depends on the type of VNF assigned to it), and thus use is naturally nonlinear in decision variables. Nonlinear constraints make MIP models significantly less tractable. We employ a novel approach to linearize the maximum usage by including constraints for each possible VNF type assigned to a node, and using penalties to activate only the applicable constraints. Details can be found in our previous work.
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Numerical Results
Now that we've outlined the basics of the formulation, here we detail numerical results.
Efficient Frontier
We present an example of the efficient frontier that's generated by the MIP along with results from the round-robin heuristic. This example corresponds to the network in Figure 3 , in which each cluster of switches is aggregated into a single switch. There are 10 service chains to be deployed, each with up to four VNFs.
The MIP generates a range of SFC provisioning solutions using between 10 and 32 servers for this example. Figure 4 shows properties of these solutions. Figure 4a shows MIP solutions along the efficient frontier of server usage versus maximum node use.
Unlike the MIP, the heuristic generally produces only one solution. However, by applying it to successively smaller subnetworks, we can generate multiple solutions that trade off latency and server usage, just as the MIP does. Three such heuristic solutions are also shown in Figure 4a , corresponding to three different versions of the original network: the full network shown in Figure 3 , a subnetwork in which one aggregation switch and its descendants are removed, and a subnetwork in which two aggregation switches and descendants are removed. Because the network is symmetric, and in particular, all nodes at a given level of the tree are identical, it doesn't matter which aggregation switches are removed.
Figure 4. Example solution metrics (MIP stands for mixed integer programming). (a) Maximum node use versus number of servers used. (b) Expected latency versus number of servers used. (c) Expected latency versus maximum node use.
The heuristic solutions aren't far from the efficient frontier, indicating that it achieves low maximum usage relative to the number of servers it uses to host VNFs. The chart in Figure  4b shows the same set of solutions, in this case highlighting the tradeoff between expected latency and server usage. Note that the heuristic compares even more favorably to the MIP solutions, in that its solutions lie close to the MIP solution curve. Figure 4c shows directly how latency varies with maximum node usage in the MIP and heuristic solutions. In particular, it shows how expected latency of the MIP solutions increases with maximum use, and grows steeply as maximum use approaches 100 percent, as in Figure 1a . These properties support the choice of maximum node usage as a good proxy objective for expected latency. Table 1 summarizes the timing and results for the round-robin heuristic and the MIP for 100 randomly generated test problems. We also share results for a random placement approach as a baseline. The random placement baseline chooses a random TOR, then chooses a machine randomly from the set of machines connected to the TOR.
Comparison of Solution Quality
We randomly generated 10 problems for each of 10 topologies that vary in number of servers, from eight through 4,096, and number of service chains to be routed.
The 10 problems for each topology vary in the traffic rate and composition of each service chain, and the processing rate of each VNF. Bandwidth of each switch is fixed at twice the total bandwidth of its children. For each problem, we ran the heuristic, and then ran the MIP with the objective of minimizing the maximum node use subject to the constraint that it uses no more servers than the heuristic used for the same problem. This approach lets us compare the maximum use of the heuristic with that of the MIP for a fixed number of servers. We also ran random placement for each problem.
The average time required by the heuristic is at most 5 seconds for all topologies, even for problems with more than 4,000 servers and 2,000 service chains. For the MIP, we set a time limit of 300 seconds for problems with 16 or fewer servers and 600 seconds for 32-server problems; it's too computationally intensive to run for larger topologies.
Three aspects of solution quality are shown in the table. A first measure is the percentage of service chains deployed. The heuristic might not deploy all service chains, if it runs out of servers. Its success rate, shown in column 7 of Table 1 , depends on the network capacity, service chain VNF requirements, and service chain traffic requirements. For the MIP we require that all service chains are routed and thus if a solution is found for a given test problem, the MIP service chain deployment rate is 100 percent, and otherwise 0 percent. Random placement never successfully deployed all service chains; its average success rate was at most 77 percent. A second measure of quality is in the optimality gap, available only for the set of problems for which the MIP was run. This is the percentage difference between the maximum node use achieved by the heuristic and that achieved by the MIP, for the same number of servers used. We present the optimality gap for problems with which the heuristic deploys all service chains. The average optimality gap is 17 percent or less. The worst-case optimality gap over all test problems (not shown in the table) is 33 percent. Because random placement never deployed all service chains, its solution isn't comparable to other approaches that did; we don't include its optimality gap in the table.
A third quality measure is in the latency gap shown for problems on which the MIP and heuristic deployed all service chains. The latency gap is the percentage difference between the latency of the heuristic solution and the MIP solution as a percentage of MIP latency. The average latency gap ranges from −10 to −7 percent, meaning that the heuristic solution latency is slightly lower, on average, than that of the MIP solution. These results highlight the heuristic's effectiveness and the choice of minimizing maximum use as a proxy objective for minimizing latency.
We repeated our experiments for the cases that each switch's bandwidth was 1.5 times the total bandwidth of its children, so that switches were more congested. We found that the heuristic, MIP, and random placement success rates were unchanged. The average heuristic optimality gap and latency gaps were similar to the original case: the average optimality gap is 22 percent or less, and the average latency gap is 7 percent or less. When usage at switches increases, expected latency increases, because switches carry a large percentage of traffic. This finding suggests that we might want to consider a proxy objective that places more importance on a node's usage if the node is higher in the tree topology, so that switch usage is more heavily weighted than usage at machines. This is an opportunity for future research.
T his work addresses the problem of choosing the physical locations of VNFs required for service chains, and routing service chain traffic, which we term as a SFC provisioning problem. Our system, Stringer, consists of a scalable placement heuristic, an optimizationbased approach for generating a series of alternative placement solutions reflecting different tradeoffs between performance and resource usage, and a queueing-theory-based method for estimating average latency per packet under a given VNF placement and routing solution.
Our experiments comparing the performance of the MIP and heuristic show that the heuristic is significantly faster and has an average optimality gap of at most 17 percent, and achieves latency that (on average) is slightly better than the MIP solution. The heuristic can also be used to generate an efficient frontier of solutions, by running it on a succession of subnetworks.
Stringer has several potential extensions. One way to optimize scalability is to apply a hierarchical approach, in which we first assign service chains to subnetworks associated with aggregation switches, and then solve the SFC provisioning problem within each subnetwork. We're also planning to collect data from real networks to validate our queueing theoretic latency estimation. 
